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Time-resolved spectroscopy
What is Time-resolved spectroscopy?

A method to investigate the transient response
of electrons using laser pulses
Ex) emission, absorption

Spatiotemporally controlled pulses enable 
high time-resolution

Why laser pulse?

Especially, we use Pump-probe spectroscopy
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Experimental system



Background

This is what we call glass

liquid phase(disordered)
Generally, a phase transition to solid phase(ordered),
But in a special condition, freeze randomly

cooling

Glass has both liquid-like disorder 
and solid-like rigidity

The mechanism of glass formation is said 
to be one of the greatest mysteries in physics



Background

Charge Order(CO) Charge Glass(CG)

In a organic matter family,
Electronic systems have also 
been found to be vitrified

F. Kagawa et al., Nat. Phys. 9, 419 (2013).
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Background

θ-(BEDT-TTF)2X(SCN)2

Inorganic 
layer

Organic
layer

Triangular lattice 
is formed in the 
organic layer



Background
l θ-Rb: Charge order(CO) in slow cooling

Charge glass(CG) in rapid cooling
l θ-Cs: Charge glass(CG) regardless of cooling rate

slow rapid

Are there differences
between different frustrated
glass state?The closer to an equilateral triangle, 

the stronger its frustration



Background

Cooling
rate

θ-Rb
:weakly frustrated 

θ-Cs
:strongly frustrated

Slow CO

rapid CG
CG

K. Nakagawa, S. Tsuchiya, H. 
Taniguchi, and Y. Toda
Phys. Rev. Research 5, 013024 
(2023)

Investigate the difference
Between CG

K. Nakagawa et al, 
Phys. Rev. 
Research 5, 
013024 (2023)



Result

50K 150K 200KThe response increased and
polarization dependence emerged

With decreasing temperature…



Result
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A: transient signal amplitude 
τ: relaxation time
C: component with infinite relaxation time

decompose



Result

Both increased with 
decreasing temperature

anisotropic isotropic 𝑅'＝
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Discussion

constant decrease

θ-Rb θ-Cs

slow CO

rapid CG
CG

frustration strongweak



Discussion
θ-Rb θ-Cs

slow CO

rapid CG

CG CO

K. Nakagawa et al., Phys. Rev. Research 5, 013024  (2023) 

CG

Almost the same value?

constant



Discussion

CO

Rbʼs CG?Csʼs CG?

Conventional 
glass

In θ-Rb(weakly frustrated), both 
isotropic and anisotropic 
component increased

Qualitatively similar to CO

θ-Rbʼs CG has anisotropic dynamics!

Shortrange CO domain has 
metastable order ?

:most stable order pattern

:metastable order pattern



Summary
l Anisotropy of photo-induced carrier dynamics 

depends on lattice frustration

l CG research is still in the stage of basic research, 
and we have no clear application

l But it shows interesting physical properties (like 
negative resistance) and drawing attention

l Possibly be clue to unraveling the mystery of glass

Electronic system with different frustration 
produce CG with different properties
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